At ICC we understand the importance of trouble-free printing, that is why we proudly offer ICC Brand compatible imaging supplies. Because ICC compatible supplies typically cost 30-60% less than comparable OEMs yet have the same performance, the only difference you will see is the savings.

Quality, performance and price, make sure your next compatible cartridge comes from ICC.

Before buying your next cartridge consider these three factors:

- **Price** - purchase price (including freight)
- **Quality** - overall quality and product warranty (including printer)
- **Value** - the ratio of price to quality (return on investment)

**OEM CARTRIDGES**
The Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM), or brand name, has set the benchmark for price, quality and value for their products. Guarantee - Limited Life Time Warranty, coverage includes any damage or service to printer as a result of cartridge failure.

**GENERIC REFILLED CARTRIDGES**
In comparison to OEMs, most refilled cartridges are built under substandard manufacturing conditions. The result is an inexpensive product of unknown quality. Calculating value is difficult because each manufacturer has independent standards and you may never know what quality you are purchasing. Guarantee - Limited Warranty usually 6 months, your cartridge may need to be at least 50% full for warranty, typically printer service as a result of cartridge failure is rarely stated in writing.

**ICC BRAND CARTRIDGES**
ICC brand compatible cartridges are manufactured under highest standards in the industry ISO 90001:2000. Our cartridges are guaranteed to meet and/or exceed all OEM specifications yet cost a fraction of the price. Guarantee - Unconditional Warranty, coverage includes any damage or service required to a printer as a result of cartridge failure by ICC’s own HP certified technicians.

**CHOOSE ICC**
YOUR COMPATIBLE CHOICE FOR PERFORMANCE, COST, AND QUALITY